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Chungking Express: Opening Scene Scene cue timing



Narrative / plot



Visuals



Sound-track



Notes (eg. meanings, mood, emotions etc)



0:00 - 0:04



The scene opens with a woman (wearing sunglasses) who walks amongst a crowd of people



Cut to quick camera movement with dark lighting



Non-diegetic sound - Fast classical strings -



Intense pace which causes immediate enigma.



0:05 - 0:06



A man eating looks up as the woman walks past him



Slight high-angle POV shot from woman's perspective



Non-diegetic sound: Same as above



The audience get a glimpse from women's perspective which implies she's the protagonist.



0:07 - 0:08



The woman turns around to look at the man, she is in a rush



Mid-shot to get a more clear view of woman's face



Non-diegetic sound: Same as above



0:09 - 0:13



Everyone in shot is walking fast, the woman gets in a lift



Pan shots from various people to the woman in the lift



Non-diegetic sound: Same as above



0:14 - 0:19



Change of location - possibly a workplace



Zooms and cuts into different, new people



Non-diegetic sound: Same as above



0:20 - 0:33



The woman is still walking fast and looks over her shoulder. She approaches a room which a man closes the door to.



Non-diegetic sound: Same as above



0:34 - 0:38



N/A - Title Screen



Tracking shot following movement of character - darker lighting and alternates shot from in front of woman and behind Title screen Chungking Express. Black and white.



Suggests an underlying connection between woman and man, which audience don't know about. Maintains quick pace and envokes thought from audience. Also reinforces importance on woman from start. New faces again of no significance highlights audience engagement It is now clear the woman is doing something suspicious and she is significant to the text.



Non-diegetic sound: Same as above with sudden click noise and then new harmonic



Demonstrates the beginning of the film, the new harmonic sound adds to the suspense.



instrument



0:39 - 0:52



N/A - Location shots



Very sustained low-angle establishing shots of cloudy industrial area



Non-diegetic sound: Same as above



0:53 - 1:06



Voiceover begins - discussing 'brushing past people'



Similar to above with sustained, dark shots slower paced



Non-diegetic sound: Same as above Dialogue through voiceover



1:07 - 1:17



1:18 - 1:24



1:25 - 1:40



It is revealed the voiceover is from a 'cop', who walks amongst crowds in pursuit of someone, creating a similar pace to the beginning The policeman is in pursuit of a man with paper bag over his head, and a chase scene begins



Same as above but with new outside locations



Blurry shots again with quick cuts, focusing on a man who appears to be the 'cop.' Suspicious people with bags over their heads sometimes seen in background. Tracking shot of copper amongst blurry effect



Non-diegetic sound: Same as above sound effect of someone knocking into a shutter



Non-diegetic sound: Same as above Diegetic dialogue - 'Freeze!'



Alternating between tracking mid-shots of policeman and what appears to be POV shots from both characters



The sustained shots juxtapose the quick pace from before, giving the audience time to decode earlier shots Change in plot as voiceover is male, suggests another main character. He is talking about meeting people which is very relevant to what the audience has just seen. Fast pace leaves audience confused as to what happened.



Non-diegetic sound: Same as above Diegetic - faint footsteps



Action codes generating audience engagement and, through stereotypes, introduces an antagonist Same as above as well as surface realism caused through extras on busy streets



1:41 - 1:45



1:46 - 1:48



1:49 - 2:00



Cop is still in pursuit but briefly looks behind him, then continues to chase suspect who is still on the run. He runs into the woman shown before. A clock shows the time turning from 8.59 to 9.00pm. The date is Friday 28th of April



Low-angle shot of policeman turning around Tracking shot of both characters after



Non-diegetic sound: Same as above



Same as above



Firstly a close-up of the clock showing time and date, cutting to an extreme closeup of 09.00.



Non-diegetic sound: Same as above



The policeman and suspect run past the woman from before as the his voiceover states 57 hours later he falls in love with her, confirming the woman's role as a main character.



There is a slowmotion effect and mid-shot showing the policeman passing the woman. The usual speed returns and then a freeze frame of the woman fades out.



Non-diegetic sound: Same as above until a note of the string sustains to match the fade out



The audience is given some context of when this scene occurs. Also the use of close and extreme closeups implies the date and time has importance for the film. The use of the freeze frames suggests strong focus on the woman, juxtaposing with the quick glimpses used in the rest of the film. Now that we know the 2 characters' passing is significant, the clock used in previous shot now verifies the lack of time they were next to each other as well finalising quick pace.



Diegetic sound: Click sound as clock appears in mise en scene



Dialogue through voiceover
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